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Question 1[12 marks]

1.1 Develop your own answersto the following questions: [6 marks]

a. Why doesit take so long Why doesit take so long(beyond planned time) to

get software finished?

to get software finished?

Whyare software applications developmentcosts so high?

d. Why can’t wefind all errors before we give the software to our customers?

©

| List three(3) ways fixing one bug can cause others [ 3 marks]

1.3 List any 3 characteristics of a system with high degree of usability [3 marks]

Question 2[17 marks]

Ze. Briefly describe the five(5) activities of a generic process framework for software

engineering. [10 marks]

2.2 Is the following statement true or false, motivate your answer “Software

requirements continually change, but change can be easily accommodated because

softwareis flexible.” [3 marks]

23 Give four(4) drawbacks of prototyping [4 marks]

Question 3[14 marks]

3.1 Please explain in detail what is agile software development? Anda pointto highlight

the importance [6 marks]

B.2 Suppose you’re working for NamSoft CC, an old-fashioned companythatcalls

employees “assets,” puts Suggestion Box labels on its wastebaskets, and uses a

classic one-pass waterfall model for software development. Which of the four(4)

agile values does that modelviolate? [8 marks]

Question 4 [ 37 marks]

Read the following narrative of a proposed employee hiring system and answer the

following questions. {4.1 — 4.7}

Nam Engineering Consultants is an engineering firm with approximately 500 engineers in

different specialties. New employees are hired by the personnel manager based on data in

an application form and evaluations collected from other managers whointerview the job

candidates. The secretary assists in capturing new applications on paper.

Prospective employees may apply at any time. Engineering managers notify the personnel

manager whena job opensandlist the characteristics necessary to be eligible for the job.

The personnel manager comparesthe qualifications of the available pool of applicants with

the characteristics of an open job and then schedules interviews between the managerin

charge of the openposition and the three best candidates from the pool.
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After receiving evaluations on each interview from the manager, the personnel manager

makesthehiring decision based uponthe evaluations and applications of the candidates and

the characteristics of the job, and then notifies the interviewees and the manager aboutthe

decision.

Applications of rejected applicants are retained for one year, after which time the

application is purged. When hired, a new engineer completes a nondisclosure agreement,

whichis filed with other information about the employee.

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

From the above narrative whowill you elicit your requirements from? List three.

[3marks]

Discuss two(2) possible problems that could occur when requirements are elicited

from the different stakeholders of the employeehiring system. [3marks]

Namea strategy to resolve the problems namedin 4.2 [4 marks]

Which four(4)) non-functional requirements do you consider most relevant for the

employeehiring system? [4 marks]

Nametwo(2) functional requirements of the EHS [4 marks]

Using the employee hiring system as an example, explain what you understand by

requirements validation and give one(1) technique of performingit. [4 marks]

Draw a use case diagram for the proposed employeehiring system [15 marks]

~END~


